Broadcast with a Script Worksheet

Before a movie gets made, even a computer-animated movie, somebody usually writes a script that shows what the character say. What you are going to be doing today is making a simple computer-animated movie using the script from the first Twilight movie.

Below is a script that includes ONLY the dialogue (what the characters say). Use the “broadcast” blocks to make sprites in Scratch say the lines. You should add pauses between the lines when you think the characters would pause.

Show Mr. Bruno when you are finished and get his initials below to get credit.

Mr. Bruno’s initials: __________

Script

Characters: Bella
            Edward

Bella: You’re impossibly fast and strong. Your skin is pale white and ice cold. Your eyes change color and sometimes you speak like you’re from a different time. You never eat or drink anything. You never go out in the sunlight. How old are you?

Edward: 17.

Bella: How long have you been 17?

Edward: A while.

Bella: I know what you are.

Edward: Say it. Out loud. Say it!

Bella: Vampire.

Edward: Are you afraid?

Bella: No.

Edward: Then ask me the most basic question: What do we eat?

Bella: You won’t hurt me.